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characteristic of. { i" given bY

it u+*t'Zt(t) € ^'^ '^

it'u-*t'Lt(it e ^'^ z^ ^

i{^p+}{29
e

None of the above

(Choose the correct oPtion)

(c) Ordinary sign test considers the
difference of observed values from the
hypothetical median value in terms of :

(n signs onlY

@ magnitudes only

ftin sign and magnitude both

(iu) None of the above
(Clwose the arrect oPtion)

(d) What is disPersion matrix in
Multivariate data analYsis ?

(e) L€t (x, y) - BVND (!r, ,r,o?,o3, p).

Then state the coirditional pdf of Ygiven

X=X
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What is run in non-parametric
method ?

Define Multiple correlation coefficient.

(b) Let { - T, (ry,t). (f)

(s)

(123)
z=lz 3 ol.

[ro -)
(tu)

(iu)

Then the

(h) t*t X - *r(ry,r). ci""n that

Are X, and X. independent ?

0 The marginal distribution of a Bivariate
normal distribution follows univariate
normal distribution. (ftate Tlue or False)

(il The Kruskal-Wallis test is meant for:
(t) one way classification

0n two way classification

@ non classified data
(iu) None of the above

(Clwose th.e conect option)

2. Answer ang four of the following questions
briefly: 2x4=8
(a) Define mean vector and dispersion

matrix for multivariate data analysis.
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(b) State the marginal pdfs of X and Y in

case of (X,Y)- BVND br, pr, o? , o3, p).

(c) What assumptions are generally made
for a non-Parametric test ?

(d) Let { = (& X2 Xri have variance

covariance matrix 3.

Find Az.

(e) Define marginal distribution of

X1, X2,"',Xr (k'P) in a P-variate
multivariate analysis. Also define the
conditional distribution of

Xk*L, Xy*2,"',Xp Eiven X1, X2,"',Xx'

A What indication can one get from the
number of runs ?

(g) Give a brief idea of Principal component
analysis.
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(h) The pdf of bivariate normal distribution
ls

t-

f (*,u)=k expl- , 1 
,r \-_, r, ._ _-_r 

L , [ _ pr)

Find the constant k.

Answer qng three of the following
questions: - 5x3=15

(a) If (x, r) - BVN, (o,., p2, ol , o3, p), then
show that X and Y are indePendent if
and onlY if P=9.

(b) Describe Kolmogorov-Smirnov one
sample test stating its assumptions and
hypotheses.

(c) Let (X,Y) - BVND (0, 0, L,l, p). Then
show that

  x2 -2pxY +Y2
-:Tv 

(r- r')
is distributed as chi-square with 2d.f.

(d) Let 4 - N r(*, t) . rhen find the

distribution of CX where C is a P x P
non-singular matrix of constant

k'z -2pxa. u')],

-@<(*,A).*

(r, -2 ol

L=l-2 4 1l

[* ts)

elements.
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(a =L,2,...,N) be

from r, (f, Z)
(e)

tt)

x=# Lx"

Write an explanatory note on test of
randomness.
With usual notations, prove that

(d) Let 4"

sample

a random

and let

Contd.

t12 -\sr2s:
J6 -, ?.X, -'e.)

(g) Examine if Hotelling's 12 is invariant
under changes in the units of
measurement.

(h) Describe one sample sign test for
testing the null hypothesis that the
population median is a given value.

Answer any three questions from the

be the sample mean vector.

Then prove that

', (*'t)

(e) (t) Let *o[)(a =!,2,"'lVr) be a

random sample from ," (*tt', t)

and let *oQ)(a =1,2,"'trr) be

another random samPle from

*, (U"' ,I) .on"r" the common

dispersion matrix I is unknown.
Discuss the procedure to test the

hypothesis Hr' l'(') = P(2) using

Hotelling's ?2 statistic.

(u) In what way the ordinary sign test
can be performed for Paired

x is distributed as

4.
following : 1Ox3=30

(a) 0 State ang tuto applications of
multivariate analysis. 2

(u) t-et (X,y) - BVND (lrr, t r, o?1 , o3, p).
Find the conditional distributions
of X/Y=y and Y/X=x. 8

(b) Derive the probability density function
of p-variate normal distribution.

(c) 0 Describe the Wilcoxon Mann-
Whitney U test. 5

(u) L€t (X, y) - BVND with

Parameters Px = 60, ltg = 75 ,

dx=5, oo=12 g,rrd p=0.55.
Thenfind P{65<x<75} s
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samPles ? ExPlain.
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aft)

(it

(g) (t)

(h) 0

(u)
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State anA tuto properties of
multivariate normal distribution.

2

Derive the bivariate normal density
as a particular case of multivariate
normal distribution. 8

/\Let { - trs I a,21. Find the^ -\'^ )
distribution of 5

( xr, - xr'\tt
(.x, - xr)
Derive the formula for Multiple
corrlilation coefficient for a
trivariate distribution. 5

Explain the distribution free
method. 3

Derive the moment generating
function of a bivariate normal
distribution with usual
parameters.

(it)
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